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1. Environment

The KNK II (Kompakte natriumgekühlte Kernreaktoranlage) is a
20 MWe experimental LMFBR at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research
Center. Its core consists of 29 (35 in future) fuel elements,•
each instrumented with three redundant thermocouples for
core outlet temperature surveillance, which is done by a
hardwired protection system. This system issues a scram signal
as soon as the outlet temperature of at least one fuel element
goes beyond certain thresholds defining the safety region.
Four different shutdown criteria are used, which are based on
the actual measurements-.

2. The MIRA system

MIRA is a microcomputer-based protection system designed to
replace the temperature surveillance part of the existing
hardwired logic. This implies that MIRA includes all the
functions performed by the old system and that the same
reliability has to be achieved.

To the four criteria mentioned above two more criteria were
added in MIRA, using digital filtering of the measurements
and thus taking into account the "history", too.

In order to achieve high reliability and availability, the
system was designed triple redundant, each redundancy line
consisting of four functional units. The twelve microcomputers
are connected to each other by point-to-point lines.

A detailed description of the MIRA structure and its functions
is given in [1].

3. The protocol system

If a computer detects any anomaly concerning either the state
of the MIRA system itself or the reactor state it generates a
message and transmits it to a protocol system. This system has
no effect on the safety function of MIRA, its objective is to
increase system availability and reliability by early analysis
of any faults occuring during operation. Thus it supports the
maintenance personnel in quickly replacing any defective
components before a second failure results in a failure of the
whole system (unnecessary shutdown).
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The protocol system helps in detecting disturbances at an early
stage and thus in preventing the occurence of a scram. From
the maintenance point of view it eases the localization of
faults within the system. One could think of a more sophistic-
ated version which analyzes faults down to the board level,
which is the level on which replacement of defective components
will take place.
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Abstract

At the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center the microcomputer-based reactor
protection system MIRA is being developed for the KNK II, a 20 MWe
experimental LMFBR. The protection system's objective is individual core
outlet temperature surveillance and output of a scram signal as soon as a
single outlet temperature leaves the defined safety region. Besides it
generates warning messages concerning any anomalies within the protection
system itself as well as in the reactor core. These messages are issued
to a protocol system which provides the operators with detailed
informations on the actual state of the protection system and the reactor
core. These informations are given as textual messages on operator
console and printer and as diagrams on a colour graphics display. The
protocol system helps in detecting cooling disturbances at an early stage
and it eases the localization of faults within the protection system,
thus providing for a quick, repair. After a brief description of the MIRA
configuration this paper presents the hardware and software structure of
the protocol system and the generated outputs.



1. Introduction

The KNK II (Kompakte Natriumgekühlte Kernreaktoranlage) is a 20 MWe

experimental LMFBR at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center. Its core

consists of 29 fuel elements (35 are planned in future), each of them

instrumented with triple redundant thermocouples. One of the systems

providing for safe reactor operation is a hardwired protection system

performing individual core outlet temperature monitoring. If the

temperature measurements show values beyond the thresholds establishing

the safety region, then the system produces a reactor shutdown signal.

The shutdown decision is made by means of four different criteria:

1. Fixed upper limits (test zone)

For the seven central fuel elements (FE1 .. FE7) individual upper

temperature limits are defined. A scram occurs if one temperature

goes beyond the corresponding limit.

2. Comparison with group mean value

The fuel elements are divided into two groups (FE1 .. FE7 and FE8

.. FE29). For each group the mean coolant temperature rise is

evaluated. If the temperature rise of one FE differs too much from

the corresponding mean value, a scram signal is generated.

3. Redundancy channel comparison

If the three temperatures obtained by one FE's instrumentation

differ too much from each other, a scram occurs.

4. Fixed upper limit

For the whole core a common upper limit 1s defined, one FE's

temperature going beyond this limit will cause a scram. This

comparison can be considered as a second line of defense.



2. Structure of the MIRA system

MIRA 1s a microcomputer-based protection system designed to replace the

hardwired system described above /I/. This implies that HIRA includes

all the functions performed by the old system and that the same

reliability has to be achieved.

In addition to the four shutdown criteria mentioned above two more

criteria are realized within MIRA. The corresponding algorithms apply

digital filtering techniques to the measured values, thus past values

('history') are taken Into account. This enables the system to detect

developing cooling disturbances at an early stage.

In view of the three-way redundancy in thermocouples per fuel element the

MIRA system consists of three redundancy lines. To reduce complexity

within single computing units a subdivision into four furctional units

was adopted (Fig. la). Each functional unit consists of three single

microcomputers (Fig. lb). Thus the whole system contains twelve computing

units which are connected to each other via point-to-point lines. For

reliability and availability reasons no common I/O-bus system 1s used.

The data exchange between the three computers within each functional unit

allows an error detection and masking. The data inputs from the previous

units are being exchanged and compared. If a single error is detected,

the erroneous value 1s eliminated and replaced by the correct one

obtained from the neighbours. In addition, failure of a single component

(e.g. a computer or a communication line) can be tolerated because

Information on the reactor state is still available via the redundant

communication channels.

The M-unit (comprising Ml, M2, M3) receives the temperature measurements

from the reactor, and after data exchange a plausibility check is

performed. Any faults 1n the instrumentation (thermocouples, A/D-conver-

ters etc.) are detected. Finally the mean temperature of the three

redundancy channels 1s computed and passed on to the A- and F-unit

through the data transmission lines.

/Ä.7
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Fig. la. Network, configuration of MIRA

Fig. Ib. Detailed view of a functional unit with triple redundancy

The A-unit takes each ('actual') measurement and computes for each fuel

element the four criteria explained in Chapter 1. The results are trans-

mitted to the corresponding K-unit.

The F-un1t works totally independently from the A-un1t. It receives the
same input data and performs the algorithms realizing the two additional
criteria based on digital filtering. The results are also sent to the
K-un1t.



The K-unit receives the results computed by the A- and F-unit. The

values possible are 'low1, 'normal1, 'high1, and 'very high'. The K-unit

performs an Individual software majority voting, separately for each

shutdown criterion. If the voted result is 'very high1 a scram signal is

Issued. The three signal outputs of the single computers 1n the K-group

are voted again by a hardware 2-out-of-3 voter.

In addition to the merely safety-related functions described above, the

single computers contain another interface for Information purposes.

Through this interface messages are sent on MIRA system state and also

the reactor state. In particular these messages contain Informations on:

- actual mean temperatures,

- results of the single shutdown algorithms different from 'normal'

- defects in reactor instrumentation,

- disturbances of data interchange between the single units,

- discrepancies in the results computed by the three redundancy lines

In order to make sure that message generation has a minimal effect on the

operation of the single computers, a very simple algorithm was chosen: as

soon as any anomaly is detected, a corresponding message 1s output. This

means that messages are generated cyclically as long as a disturbance

exists. From the single computer's viewpoint the device receiving the

messages is a simple peripheral, I.e. the communication is only

unidirectional. This is also to assure that this device has no effect on

the safety system's operation.



3. The protocol system

The protocol system's task is to receive the messages generated by the

twelve MIRA computers, perform an analysis and offer the extracted

information on reactor and MIRA system state to the operators in a form

easy to understand. The generated outputs consist of the following:

- textual messages on operator console and printer,

- recording of state changes on disk, for later-on analysis,

- different graphic representations of MIRA and reactor state

on a colour graphics monitor

This chapter describes the hardware and software structure as well as

the operator interface.

3.1. Hardware structure

As a consequence of the way the messages are generated by MIRA, a large

amount of messages may result in case of a disturbance. In such a

situation the performance of a single microcomputer might be affected by

the high input rate. Therefore for the protocol system a structure was

chosen consisting of four microcomputers. Three of them (PUi) function

as p«-3processing units for the single redundancy lines and the fourth one

(EOU) does the final analysis and the generation of outputs. The result-

ing configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The functions of the units are

discussed in particular in the following section.

O!

Fig. 2. Hardware configuration



3.2. Software structure

3.2.1. Software within preprocessing units (PU)

The task of the preprocessing units 1s to provide for an information

reduction. This 1s achieved by checking all incoming messages if they

contain any information which was not known yet. Only such messages are

passed on to the evaluation and output unit. The actual state of the

single computers of redundancy line 1 as well as the reactor state from

the viewpoint of this line is kept within PUi. To each state entry a

time information is added which is updated each time a corresponding

message has been received. This time stamp 1s checked repeatedly and if

a message which has been active did not occur any more for a certain

time, the corresponding state 1s assumed to be normal again. In this

case an O.K.-message is generated and issued to the EOU. Thus, only

Information on state changes 1s sent to the EOU.

The software within a PU consists of a set of data structures organized

with a monitor concept and a couple of tasks operating on these

structures:

- Input monitor, a cyclic buffer into which all incoming messages are

written.

- Actual state monitor, this is the central data structure within PU.

It contains the MIRA and reactor state together with the time

information mentioned above.

- Output monitor, output buffer for the messages to be sent to EOU.

- Input tasks, read messages coming from the MIRA computers and put

them into the Input monitor.

- Evaluation task, takes messages from input monitor, checks if the

message information is already contained in the actual state

monitor. If not the actual state is updated and the message put into

the output monitor.

- Time checking task, performs cyclic checks of the time Information

within the actual state monitor. If a state has returned to normal,

an O.K.-message is generated and put into the output monitor.

til
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- Output task, takes messages from the output monitor and sends them

to the evaluation and output unit.

The cooperation between these software modules is shown in Fig. 3.

from M-unit from K-unit

input
monitor

evaluation
task

actual state
monitor

time checking
task

new messages O.K.-messages

output
monitor

F1g. 3. Software structure within PU



3.2.2. Software within evaluation and output unit (EOU)

The evaluation and output unit receives the informations on state changes

from the three preprocessing units and performs a system-wide state

analysis. As far as the MIRA state is concerned only a disturbance of a

component is assumed when an error message occurs. Only if no

corresponding O.K.-message is received within a certain time, \ failure

of this component is assumed.

To the messages received from the PU's in coded form the actual date and

time of day are added, then they are recorded on disk storage. After

analysis of the messages corresponding textual messages are generated and

written on operator console and printer.

The software within the EOU consists of the following modules:

- Input monitor, buffer for incoming messages.

- Actual state monitor, the central data structure within EOU. It

contains the actual state of the reactor and the whole MIRA system.

- Image monitor, it contains all the different images provided. The

Image displayed on the monitor can be chosen by the operator.

The image monitor is closely coupled to the actual state monitor,

every state change implies immediately the update of the respective

Image.

- Protocol monitor, this is the output buffer for the messages to be

given to the operator.

- Input tasks, read the messages sent from the PUi and put them into

the input monitor.

- Recording task, it reads messages from the input monitor and writes

them on disk.

- Evaluation task, reads the messages from the input monitor, does the

state analysis, updates the actual state monitor and puts messages

into the protocol monitor.

- Time checking task, checks the age of disturbance entries in the

actual state monitor and generates failure messages if necessary.
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- Protocol task, reads the messages out of the protocol monitor,

generates the text messages and writes them on operator console and

printer.

Fig. 4 shows the cooperation of the modules.

from PU1

input
monitor

recording
task

disk

from PU3

evaluation
task

protocol
monitor

protocol
task

printer console

actual state
monitor

image
monitor

time checking
task

graphics
display

Fig. 4. Software structure within EOU
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3.3. Operator Interface

The textual messages need no further discussion, therefore this section

will explain only the diagrams displayed on the colour monitor.

The first one is a representation of the MIRA system configuration. It

shows the twelve computing units connected by the single communication

links (Fig. 5). As soon as a component 1s not working properly any more,

the respective box or H n e 1s marked by blinking. Thus, a quick

localization of component failures 1s supported. In future, a more

detailed representation is planned, allowing 1n many cases an automated

failure analysis down to the board level.

Fig. 5. Graphic representation of MIRA system state

Two different diagrams are available on reactor and Instrumentation

state. The first one (Fig. 6) combines the evaluation results of all

shutdown criteria (AK1 .. AK6) for all fuel elements (YG-100 .. YG-438).

Any result different from 'normal1 is marked by a coloured label in the

respective position. In addition, a defect 1n the Instrumentation (e.g.

thermocouple, A/D-converter) is marked in the line labelled TE.
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Fig. 6. Representation of reactor state

The second one 1s an image of the reactor core, showing by choice either
the actual mean temperatures (Fig. 7) or the results of a single
shutdown criterion with the colour marks explained above. Thus, it can
be detected easily when some temperature anomalies concentrate 1n a
certain core region.

Fig. 7. Image of reactor core with mean temperatures
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4. Conclusions

The protocol system seems to us to be a helpful extension of the merely

safety-oriented function of the protection system. It provides operators

with detailed Information on reactor and safety system state, this

Information being derived 1n a rather simple way from Intermediate

results obtained during normal operation.

It helps to detect and localize cooling disturbances at an early stage,

thus allowing the operators to take action to prevent the occurence of a

scram.

From the maintenance point of view the system eases the quick

localization of a fault within the protection system as well as 1n the

reactor Instrumentation. Consequently a quick replacement of faulty

components 1s supported and the protection system's reliability and

availability are increased.

Reference:

/I/ D. Schriefer et al.: "Design and Construction of a Microcomputer-

based LMFBR Protection System", Nuclear Power Plant Control and

Instrumentation, IAEA-SM-265/21, Vienna, 1983, pp. 355-366
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DISCUSSION

A. ROULSTOHE t

Are the computers in MIRA operating synchronised or asynchronised and
why ?

V. ELIE :

Operation is completely asynchronous for the following reasons :

- Failure of a computer cannot affect the operation of another one.

- In the different redundancy lines, diverse implementations of the
software are used, thus a strict synchronization is not possible.

R.S. GILBEST :

How do you go about testing that the system is functions propery ?

V. ELIES s

Within each functional unit an exchange of the data received from the
previous unit takes place and the three data blocks are compared. Thus, a
malfunction of a single computer can be detected. Failures of the communication
links can be detected by the neighbour computers as well.
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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) is a 1300 MWe class
Nuclear Power Plant whose design studies and demonstration tests
are being performed by the three manufacturers, General Electric,
Toshiba and Hitachi, under requirement specifications from the
Tokyo Electric Power Company. The goals are to apply new
technology to the BWR in order to achieve enhanced operational
efficiencies, improved safety measures and cost reductions.
In the plant instrumentation and control areas, traditional analog
control equipment and wire cables will be replaced by distributed
digital microprocessor based control units communicating with each
other and the control room over fiber optic multiplexed data
bases.

CONTROL & INSTRUMENTATION

The ABWR will include nonessential and essential multiplexing
networks for intraplant data communications between sensors,
control units, actuators and the control room. Fault tolerant
digital feedwater, recirculation flow and pressure control systems
will communicate over the nonessential data buses. Safety system
logic and control will access data and provide control signals
over essential data buses.

The essential multiplexing system is divided into four physically
separate safety channels using separate divisional power sources.
Each division has independent multiplexing units and triplicated
data buses and bus control units to achieve high availability.

It i s proposed that digital logic and control be implemented
using NUMAC-based systems.
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NUMAC CONCEPT

NUMAC, an acronym for Njjclear Measurement, Analysis and Control,
is a digital microprocessor based product for implementing al l
principal BWR Nuclear Steam Supply System monitoring and control
functions. Current NU MAC systems can replace analog nuclear
power plant instrumentation and process control systems in
operating plants, or NU MAC-based systems can be used for newly
designed plant systems such as ABWR. The term "NUMAC-based"
refers to the many technical advantages of the NUMAC product l ine,
such as self-testing, automatic calibration, user-interactive
displays, full multiplex system compatibility, and packaging
concepts, including instrument size, power requirements and the
use of common circuit cards throughout the plant, where possible.
Use of NUMAC features reduces calibration, adjustments,
diagnostics and repair time, and reduces control room instrumen-
tation volume and spare circuit card inventory requirements.

NUMAC TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

NUMAC systems contain var ious modular hardware func t ions ,
inc luding:

Sensor Signal Process ing
Instrument and Sensor Power Supplies
Functional Microcomputer
High Speed P a r a l l e l Internal Data Bus
Fiber Optics External Bus Interface
Front Panel Man-Machine Interface

These hardware funct ions r e s i d e i n a standard 17.8 cm t a l l by
48.3 cm wide rack mounted instrument. This instrument i s
configurable through firmware and provides system d i s t r i b u t e d
intelligence, isolated cross-talk between safety channels,
self-testing, and signal and engineering units .conversion as
required.

The High Speed Parallel Data Bus i s functionally similar to the
widely used IEEE 796 bus. The IEEE 796 bus and implementing
circuitry uses transistor transistor logic (TTL).
NUMAC instruments, however, use complimentary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) technology, which, because of low power
dissipation, allows passive convection cooling and component
longevity.

NUMAC instruments, where possible, use military standard
components and redundant power supplies. NUMAC requirements
include less than one hour average detection of failure and less
than 30 minutes average replacement of defective modules.

Application software consists of functional, self-test and display
modules, and emphasizes the man-ma chine interface, which
simplifies operation and reduces operator error.
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CONCLÜSIONS

The NUHAC concept provides high reliability, high availability
and high performance safety grade nuclear control instruments.


